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[Private] Charles Wilhelmus D.D.
Principal of Carlisle Coll. Pennsylvania
was Minister of...Monkton in Scotland.

Very controversial
Where he was skilled
but a man of energy & learning.

Dr. John Witherspoon
and his other friends
in America obtained
for him Carlisle Coll.
by Dr. Erisman he was
introduced to Lord B.
who also forwarded
Dr. Ritchie good recom-
men in the United State.

These letters the trans-
sted by a turbulent
spirited, generous spirit are
Specimen of the Tory party in America.
Charles Nisbet D.D. Principal of Carlisle Coll. Pennsylvania was Minister of Montrose in Scotland very controversial where he was situated but a man of energy & learning. Dr. John Erskine of Ed. through Dr. Witherspoon and his other friends in America obtained for him Carlisle Coll. by Dr. Erskine he was introduced to L[d]. B. who also forwarded Dr. Nisbet good reception in the United States. These letters 'tho tainted by a turbulent querulous spirit are specimens of the Tory party in America.